Black River State Forest

Indoor Group Camp

The Black River State Forest has one reservable cabin available year-round for groups of up to 12 people. The cabin is located approximately 15 miles northeast of Black River Falls. The two-bedroom cabin is furnished with an electric cook stove, refrigerator, kitchen sink, a flush toilet and shower, six bunk bed frames, radiant floor heat, and a gas fireplace.

➢ Mattresses and cooking utensils are not provided.

➢ Smoking is not allowed inside the cabin.

➢ No pets are permitted inside the cabin. All pets must be kept outside in order to maintain sanitary camping standards. An outdoor 5’x15’ covered kennel is provided.

➢ Located on site: a large outdoor fire ring, barbecue grill, horseshoe pits and volleyball net. Firewood is available for $5/rack.

➢ Campers are required to clean the cabin and surrounding area before checkout. Cleaning supplies are provided.

➢ The cabin can be reserved up to 11 months in advance. Cost is $3/person/night ($40/group/night minimum) plus a reservation fee. Up to 10 tents or other camping units may be set up on adjoining grounds for an additional charge per person. Maximum number of people may not exceed 50. Vehicle admission stickers are required.

For more information, contact the Black River State Forest at (715) 284-4103. Reservations can be made by visiting dnr.wi.gov or by calling 1-888-947-2757.